
Greenhouse
Buyer's
Guide

Find the right greenhouse for
your garden with our guide.



1) Type
Whether you're an experienced gardener

looking for an upgrade on your existing
greenhouse, or you are a novice who

would like to have a go at growing your
own crops. Our fantastic greenhouses

and potting sheds make a wonderful
addition to any garden. Included in our
range are polycarbonate, wooden and

metal greenhouses.



Harvester Greenhouse 

The Harvester is a large greenhouse which
features twin-wall polycarbonate glazing. This
provides the greenhouse with a regulated
temperature and lets natural light stream into the
building, whilst protecting plants from harmful UV
rays. Rust-free aluminium framing and double,
sliding doors allow easy access to the unit.
Opening roof vents provide great ventilation.

Rosette Greenhouse

For a smaller build with the same great quality, the
Rosette allows you to experience the benefits of a
polycarbonate greenhouse, even in a small garden.
Sizes range from 4x6 to 10x6 and they have a
single sliding door, opening roof vents, UV
protection and twin-wall polycarbonate glazing,

Polycarbonate
Greenhouses
The best advantage of a polycarbonate
greenhouse is that they provide better
insulation than their glass counterparts.
Our polycarbonate units have a number
of great features which make them ideal
greenhouses for your garden.



5000M Aluminium Greenhouse

Constructed from a rust-resistant aluminium
frame, the 5000M is a 10x6 unit which includes
twin-wall polycarbonate glazing, UV protection and
an opening vent for ventilation. 

3000M Aluminium Greenhouse

This 8x6 greenhouse has a silver aluminium frame,
an opening air vent and twin-wall polycarbonate
glazing. It's also rust resistant metal.

3000S Aluminium Greenhouse

The 3000S is a great starter greenhouse which is
rust resistant, compact and lightweight and
features hybrid glazing and roof vent. 

5000S Aluminium Greenhouse

This 6x6 unit is another compact and lightweight
greenhouse which includes an opening air vent,
hybrid glazing, and rust resistant frame.

Metal
Greenhouses
Our metal greenhouses are maintenance
free and feature an innovative hybrid
glazing. They all come with a galvanised
steel base with base anchors included.



 4000 Lincoln Polycarbonate Greenhouse  

We offer two versions of this greenhouse, one with
an opening roof vent and one without. Each of
these greenhouses come with polycarbonate
glazing and a solid 11mm T&G frame. 

The walls and roof of the greenhouse are designed
with polycarbonate glazing to provide plenty of
light and heat for plants to grow, as well as
protecting them from harmful UV rays.

4000 Lincoln Wooden Wall Greenhouse  

This wooden greenhouse is constructed using a
solid 11mm T&G frame. Styrene glazing offers light
interiors for plants to grow and an opening roof
vent is included for regulated temperatures.

Wooden
Greenhouses
We offer a range of attractive wooden
greenhouses in a variety of sizes and
styles to suit your gardening needs. Our
wooden greenhouses use mortise tenon
doors which offer easy access to the
wooden units and look great too. All our
wooden greenhouses are available in
sizes 3x6, 6x6, 9x6 and 12x6.



Doors and Windows 

Sliding doors as featured on the Harvester and
Rosette, provide maximum storage space and take
up less room than hinged doors. The Harvester has
double sliding doors and a number of our
greenhouses are designed with double doors for
easy access in and out of the building. The Rosette
has a single sliding door which provides more
room in the entrance of the building for plants.

We provide polycarbonate and styrene glazing for
the windows of our greenhouses. Polycarbonate is
a more advanced window glazing as it is it lets in
plenty of light but protects from harmful UV rays.
Styrene is a more standard type of glazing which
provides plants with enough light to grow well. 

Opening Roof Vent

Air vents are a great feature, as they allow a
regulated climate within the greenhouse, enabling
your plants to grow better, The majority of our
greenhouses come with an air vent. 

2) Access
Consider how you want to access your
garden greenhouse and where it will be
located. We provide great access features
of our greenhouses which make it just
that bit easier. 



Pressure Treated Base

With our wooden greenhouses, we offer the
option of a pressure treated base. This provides
your greenhouse with a platform that securely
anchors the building into the ground. It is pre-
treated to resist moisture and also give the unit
extra height, providing more headroom. 

Shelving Options

To maximise the storage capacity of your
greenhouse, we provide simple shelving solutions.
The shelving is T&G constructed and is easy to
assemble. 

Add all round shelving down both sides and along
the back wall of your greenhouse. Or you can add
shelving to two sides of the build.  You can also
add one side of shelving. These increase storage
potential and are great for placing potted plants or
gardening tools. 

3) Features
There are a number of features and
options available with our greenhouses
that make them such a fantastic
purchase for your garden. From shelving
options to a pressure treated bases we
have got all your greenhouse needs
covered. 
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